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Pulsar Wind Nebulae: The Basics
• All active PSRs emit relativistic winds

• v ~ c > cs,ISM à shock forms
• Downstream of shock:  subrelativistic magnetized                           

flow of relativistic particles
• Nonthermal power-law spectra: 

• synchrotron (radio – MeV) 
• Inverse Compton (GeV – TeV)

• Lorentz factors up to γ ~ 107 – 108;  
• BPWN ~ 10 – 100 μG
• Typical photon energy:

• Esyn = 2 (Γ/2×107)2 (B/10 μG) keV
• EIC = 10 (ε/4×10-4 eV) (Esyn/1 keV) (B/10 μG)-1 TeV

• Typical shock distance
• RS = 0.2 (Ė/1037 erg/s)1/2 (pamb/10-10 dyn/cm-2)-1/2 pc

• Typical particle cooling time:
• tsyn ~ 1 (Esyn/1 keV)-1/2 (B/10 μG)-3/2 kyr
• tIC ~ 10 (Esyn/1 keV)-1/2 (B/10 μG)1/2 (Urad/0.26 eV/cm-3)-1 kyr

• Luminosity:  L = ηĖ,  η < 1 (efficiency η depends on wind and 
outflow geometry; ηx-ray ~ 10-5 – 10-1 from observations)

from Aharonian et al. (2004):

see also Rees & Gunn (1974); 
Kennel & Coroniti (1984)

Observer



PWNe Observed with Chandra
• >100 PWNe have been 

discovered, primarily 
with Chandra, thanks to 
its high resolution 
optics and low detector 
background
• Observations reveal 

variety of morphologies 
and structures formed 
by anisotropic pulsar 
winds

Left: sample images of 
PWNe powered by 
pulsars still residing in 
their host SNRs (subsonic 
pulsars)



Tasks AXIS will allow with its high 
angular resolution and sensitivity:

• obtain high-resolution images revealing PWN morphology 
on (sub)arcsecond scales

+ spatially-resolved spectroscopy on arcsec scales
• detect/resolve very faint and extended sources 

• e.g., faint relic PWNe associated with TeV sources, old/distant SNRs
• sub-arcsecond localization 

à measure velocities of pulsars
à discovery of compact objects via multiwavelength matching and 

analysis accurately measure the spectra of objects embedded in 
complex backgrounds (e.g., pulsars/PWNe inside SNRs, CCOs, 
objects in crowded clusters)

• detect the thermal components of pulsars in soft X-rays (<1 
keV), produce high-quality X-ray light curves
• and more!



PWN Dynamics
• Chandra images of famous examples:

The Crab PWN                                The Vela PWN

NASA/CXC/ASU/J.Hester et al. NASA/CXC/Penn State/G.Pavlov et al.

• blobs (wisps) of plasma moving 
outward from the termination 
shock (TS), v ~ 0.2-0.4 c
• one of the few instances 

where the TS is resolved (inner 
torus)

• bending/rotation of the southern 
jet

• helicity in northern jet (e.g., 
corkscrew motion)
• either kink instabilities in the 

jet or neutron star precession

30” 1’



• Other PWNe exhibit variability on smaller scales:
PSR B1509-58 PSR J1809-1917

Klingler et al. in prep.

• young (1.7 kyr), Crab-like, d ~ 5 kpc
• evidence of helicity is seen in jets across 

timescales of months-years
• possible knots in the northern jet

• oldest variable PWN (51 kyr), d ~ 3 kpc
• initial observations:  jet appears to 

“wag” over years
• follow-up obs:  plasma knots moving 

outward over month timescales

PWN Dynamics



PSR J1509-5850 PSR B1259-63 / LS 2883

• supersonic PSR, d ~ 4 kpc
• plasma blobs seen moving along the jets,  v ~ 

0.2–0.3 c
• high resolution allows us to directly  

measurement of bulk flow velocity;  
crucial parameter in jet modeling

Klingler et al. 2016 Pavlov et al. 2015

Positional shifts of dynamic structures are on the order of a few arcseconds over 
timescales of months-years, so high resolution is a must for studying variable PWNe

PWN Dynamics

• high mass γ-ray binary:  radio PSR in 
eccentric orbit with 30 M⊙O star

• plasma clump ejected from binary at v ~ 
0.05 c, due to interaction of pulsar wind 
with O star’s decretion disk at periastron



PWN Morphologies & PSR Velocities
• vPSR ~ a few * 100 km/s

• Inside SNR à PSRs are subsonic
• Isotropic wind (“spherical cow”) à spherical 

PWN
• In reality:  wind is highly anisotropic à

equatorial + polar outflows (torus + jets)

• Outside SNRs à PSRs usually supersonic
• cs,ISM ~ a few – a few * 10 km/s
• Mach number ℳ ~ a few – few * 10 

• ISM exerts ram pressure on wind à
• wind confined behind PSR, structures 

deformed
• outflows bent back when ℳ≳ 1

• outflows get crushed and mixed when ℳ≫ 1

TS – termination shock

CD – contact discontinuity

FS – forward shock



SPWNe Observed with Chandra
• PWNe shaped by 

pulsar velocity
• Ram pressure from ISM 

confines wind behind 
the moving pulsar

à bow shocks + tails

• Variety of 
morphologies and 
features

• Key variables: 
• vPSR

• strengths of torus/jets

• ISM properties 
(density, B-field 
strength + orientation)

• orientation of spin axis 
w.r.t velocity, and BISM

XMM image

(XMM image)

Measuring pulsar velocities is crucial to understanding their nebulae



Measuring PSR Velocities with 
X-ray Astrometry
• CXO allows motion measurements with accuracies ~10 mas/yr

• E.g., PSR J1741-2054 (μ = 109 ± 10 mas/yr, Auchettl et al. 2015),  PSR J1809-1917 (μ ≈ 
40 ± 10 mas/yr, Klingler et al. in prep)

• Limited to:  deep exposures (>100 ks) / bright sources,  
small distances (srcs < 1.5 kpc) / high velocities (v ≥ 400 km/s, for d ≥ 2 kpc)

• sub-arcsecond resolution + superior sensitivity:
• provide better centroiding accuracy, overcome above limitations
• will let AXIS measure the motions of the >100 pulsars in Chandra’s 20+ years 

of archival data 

• Only ~10% of PSRs (~250 out of ~2600) have measured motion, 
mostly from radio interferometry
• many PSRs are radio-quiet  à limits such measurements to X-rays

• Measuring PSR velocities is important for understanding:
• the kicks PSRs receive in their SN explosions

• evidence that vPSR distribution might be bimodal --> implications for SNe?
• TeV PWNe (“plerions”, most common galactic TeV source type) can be 

separated from their PSRs by tens of arcmin à velocity measurements + PSR 
age help identification of TeV sources (by allowing or ruling out PSR/plerion 
associations)



Resolving PWN Structures
• High-resolution allow us to determine the nature of 

structures seen in compact nebulae and SPWNe
• E.g., in bow shock heads:
• resolve pulsar embedded in bright nebula
• measure bow shock stand-off distance

à estimation of velocity when it isn’t directly measurable
• identify anisotropic features (jets, tori) deformed by ram 

pressure

Chandra HRC image
Chandra ACIS Chandra ACIS

0.12” pixels
0.49” pixels



Resolving PWN Structures
• High-res X-ray PWNe images are the only reliable way to:
• directly measure the pulsar viewing angle ζ (between the spin 

axis and line of sight) by fitting the ellipticity of the torus:

• infer the magnetic inclination angle ɑ (between the magnetic 
and spin axes)

Ng & 
Romani 
2004

torus-dominated 
à large ɑ

Jet-dominated à small ɑ
These two parameters determine radio/γ-ray light curve shapes and properties.

Models of magnetospheric γ-ray emission and pulse profiles allow degeneracies in ζ,ɑ, thus 
obtaining ζ,ɑ from X-ray images is needed to understand magnetospheric γ-ray emission and 

compare models

intermediate examples



Spectral Maps
• Spatially-resolved spectroscopy:  

understand how e- population 
evolves with time/distance
à model TeV PWNe (aged e-

populations)
• Can reveal:

• varying dependences of spectral 
cooling with distance from the 
pulsar

• otherwise-invisible spectral 
anisotropies of isotropic-appearing 
wind

• in-situ particle reacceleration sites
• reconnection regions?



Spectral Maps
• Chandra provides:

• arcsecond-resolution for 
extremely bright (Crab-like) 
sources 

• satisfactory resolution (~few 
arcsec) in bright sources 
(e.g., Vela, Kes 75)

• but inadequate resolution in 
fainter sources (e.g., the 
Mouse PWN)

• AXIS’s higher sensitivity à
high-quality mapping for 
less-luminous PWNe
• these spectral mapping 

methods can also be applied 
to SNRs and galaxy clusters!



Looking Forward:
• It is imperative that AXIS be designed with a high angular 

resolution, high sensitivity, and low instrumental 
background
• Such design would also allow for synergies with other next-

generation observatories
• E.g., follow up observations of PWN/PSR candidates detected by 

eROSITA and ATHENA

• There is a population of pulsars which are not seen in γ-rays 
or radio (e.g., PSR J1849-0001, PSR J1617-5055); a sensitive, 
high-resolution X-ray telescope is needed to uncover the 
reason for their radio/γ-ray quietness and understand these 
elusive objects
• Bonus requirement: high time resolution (10 ms, or even 5 

ms in a subarray mode).  This will allow the study of both 
PWN and the pulsar in the same observation, and will 
enable the collection of a large number of X-ray pulse 
profiles, further advancing our understanding of pulsar 
magnetosphere and surface emission


